Abstract. In this paper, the general equilibrium equations for a geometrically nonlinear version of the Timoshenko beam are derived from the energy functional. The particular case in which the shear and extensional stiffnesses are infinite, which correspond to the inextensible Euler beam model, is studied under a uniformly distributed load. All the global and local minimizers of the variational problem are characterized, and the relative monotonicity and regularity properties are established.
Introduction
Since the first mathematically consistent theory of Elastica, by Leonhard Euler and Bernoulli brothers (see [1] [2] [3] ), a great deal of effort has been devoted to the study of beam models, due to their theoretical relevance as a 1D elastic model as well as their importance in structural engineering both as a static and a dynamic element. A rich literature exists considering both linearized and geometrically nonlinear models [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] together with generalized 1D elastic models (see [10, 11] ), among which beam models capable to take into account other deformations than deflection, extension and shear (see for instance [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] ). However, two aspects in geometrically nonlinear beam theory especially require further investigation: the behavior of the system under a distributed load and the related multiplicity of arising solutions. An analysis in these directions has been started in the work [17] , where an inextensible Euler beam has been considered. In the present work, we extend the results presented in [18] , introducing a geometrically nonlinear generalization of an extensible Timoshenko beam under a distributed load and characterizing all the stable equilibrium configurations of the inextensible Elastica. The necessity of considering distributed loads in large deformation arises, for instance, in the field of fluid-structure interaction [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] or in the framework of microstructured continua [24, 25] , in particular when the microstructure can be modeled as an array of fibers that can be individually modeled as beams undergoing large deformations, while the interaction with the remaining part of the array can be modeled as a distributed load acting on the beam. Possible examples are the structures described in [18, [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] , which contributed to motivate the present study. The importance of fibrous microstructured systems is increasing in current literature, especially since these objects can be manufactured with great precision and relatively limited costs by means of computer-aided manufacturing (see for instance [34, 35] for useful reference works). Therefore, investigating the behavior of their elementary constituents in geometrically nonlinear deformation is more relevant nowadays. Moreover, equations similar to those describing the equilibrium of beams can also be found in different contexts: That is the case for instance when describing the separation line of self-adhesive polymeric films [36] .
Surprisingly, enough there are not many results in the literature, in particular, rigorous ones, concerning nonlinear deformation of beams under distributed load. The classical reference work [4] only covers
The model
In this section, we introduce a general Timoshenko model and formally derive the Euler-Lagrange equations associated with the minimization of the total energy.
Kinematics and deformation energy
We consider a beam lying in a two-dimensional space E in which we fix once and for all an orthonormal reference system {e 1 , e 2 }. The beam can be understood as the section of a plate which is in planar strain or stress state. The placement of the beam is described by a pair (χ, ϕ) of functions defined on the interval [0, L] and taking values, respectively, in E and R : χ(s) represents the position of a point s of the beam while ϕ is an extra kinematic variable attached to point s. In the classical presentation of Timoshenko linear model in the early 1920s (see [39, 40] ), ϕ is thought to represent the angle of rotation of the sections of the beam (supposed rigid) with respect to the normal to the neutral axis. It is well known that this standard Timoshenko beam model is a particular case of a linear Cosserat 1D continuum in which ϕ is thought to represent an internal rotational degree of freedom (the original work by Cosserat brothers is [41] ; see for instance [42, 42, 43] for interesting applications). The chosen mechanical interpretation of ϕ is in fact irrelevant. Anyway, we classically call "couple" the dual variable to ϕ while we call "force" the dual variable to χ.
We assume that, at rest, the beam lies along e 1 so that its placement (χ 0 , ϕ 0 ) is given ∀s ∈ [0, L] by χ 0 (s) = s e 1 and ϕ 0 (s) = 0 so that L stands for the length of the beam at rest. The beam is clamped at the extremity point s = 0 (in the sense that χ(0) = 0 and ϕ(0) = 0) and this point coincides with the origin of the reference axes.
We introduce the tangent vector to the actual configuration and write it under the form
where α := χ ≥ 0, and e(θ) := cos(θ)e 1 + sin(θ)e 2
The quantity α accounts for the elongation of the beam, while θ(s) is the angle that χ (s) forms with e 1 .
As at rest α = 1 and ϕ = θ = 0, we assume that the deformation of the beam can be measured by the quantities α − 1, ϕ and ϕ − θ and that the associated energy reads
where f is a C 1 function on ]0, + ∞[ which is: i) positive; ii) convex; iii) tending to + ∞ when x tends to 0 or + ∞. We extend it on R by setting f (x) = + ∞ when x ≤ 0 (in the numerical section we will use the function f (α) = −0.01 log(α) + (α − 1)
2 for x > 0); as it is easily seen, this function has the desired properties and is very close to (α − 1) 2 except in the vicinity of the origin, where it diverges rapidly). We also introduce the derivative g of f on ]0, + ∞[. The three addends in the previous integral are, respectively, called "extensional energy," "flexural energy" and "shear energy" and the positive material parameters k e , k b and k t are the associated stiffnesses.
It is well known that, in the classical Timoshenko formulations in terms of deflection and rotation, shear energy due to shear strain (i.e., the difference between rotation and gradient of deflection) leads to the socalled numerical shear locking phenomena in standard finite element methods. Traditionally, shear locking has been avoided by introducing reduced numerical integration for the shear term, whereas recently the problem has been overcome by reformulations based on change of variables, for both Timoshenko beams and Reissner-Mindlin plates [44, 45] . The present three-variable formulation (2), with shear strain of the form ϕ − θ, should not be prone to numerical locking either.
The natural functional space for energy (2) is the set of functions (α, θ, ϕ) ∈ V where
where H 1 0 stands for set of functions in the Sobolev space H 1 which vanish at s = 0. Note that the energy takes values in [0, + ∞] on this functional space as f • α may not be integrable. Of course, this will never happen for equilibrium solutions which must have a finite energy.
We suppose that the beam is submitted to a distributed dead load represented by b ∈ L 2 ((0, L), E) and to concentrated load and couple R and M at the free extremity s = L, so that the total energy reads
Let us introduce the vector B(s), which may be interpreted as the force exerted by the right side of the beam on the left side at point s, by setting
so that B (s) = −b(s) and B(L) = R. As we assumed χ(0) = 0 and as, by definition B(L) = R, integrating by parts gives
Using (1) , this identity reads
Therefore, the total energy can be written as a function of α, θ and ϕ only.
Remark 1.
In the following of the paper, we will assume that the distributed load is transverse and uniform (b(s) := b e 2 for some positive constant b) and that no concentrated load or couple are applied :
Remark 2. The number of parameters in the equilibrium problem can be reduced by adimensionalizing the problem, i.e., by choosing L to be the physical length unit and by choosing the unit of energy such that k b = 1. Hence, in the sequel, we fix L = 1 and k b =1.
Euler-Lagrange equations
The equilibrium states correspond to stationary points in V of energy (4) . The first variation with respect to ϕ, α and θ leads to the following boundary value problem
Remark 3. In the great majority of the textbooks of structural mechanics, the search of stationary points of (4) is performed by directly looking for the solutions of the differential problem (7), assumed as fundamental, without introducing the variational principle (4). The description of contact actions for a Timoshenko beam becomes necessary in this formulation, while starting from a variational principle this delicate issue can be skipped.
Finally, we can add that the variational formulation has several computational advantages (see for instance [46] for a general discussion and [47] for applications to beam problems).
Particular case of inextensible Euler beam
In the case k e = k t = + ∞, we have α = 1 and ϕ(s) = θ(s) for all s. The equilibrium problem, in a nondimensional form, then reduces to the minimization of
which corresponds to the case of a clamped inextensible Euler beam in large deformations when submitted to a uniformly distributed transverse force field (see, e.g., [48] ). The first variation of (8) with respect to θ gives the boundary value problem:
This boundary value problem will be studied first numerically in Sect. 3 and then analytically in Sect. 4.
Equilibrium configurations of Euler and Timoshenko beams: some numerical results
We focus here on problem (7) and we numerically solve it. Instead of considering problem (7) directly, we remark that, as the function g is the derivative of the convex potential f , it is a bijective function from ]0, + ∞[ onto R. Hence, from the second equation, we can write α as a function of θ. From the third equation, we can also easily write ϕ in terms of θ. The first equation becomes a second-order differential equation for θ. As there generally exist more than one value of θ(0) which ensures ϕ(0) = 0 we select the smallest one in absolute value a. It remains to satisfy the condition ϕ (1) = 0. We do this by means of a shooting technique : we replace this last condition by θ (0) = k, numerically solve the resulting Cauchy problem
by a standard explicit Euler method for different values of the parameter k and finally select the solutions which satisfy (with prescribed accuracy) ϕ (1) = 0. Note that, in the particular case of an inextensible Euler beam model with uniformly distributed load, this parametric Cauchy problem reduces to:
In the sequel, we indicate with θ k (s) the solution of (10) (9) are, in the case of the inextensible Euler beam, the zeros of the function c(k). We found them numerically with a standard application of the bisection method. These graphs suggest that the number of solutions grows as b increases. Moreover, they suggest that these solutions belong to a neighborhood of the origin depending on b. Indeed, we have:
Hence |c(k) − k| ≤ b, which implies that the zeroes of the function c must belong to [−b, b] and that
This explains why the graph in Figs. 1 and 2 tends to a straight line with slope 1 as k diverges. Remarkably, this happens independently of the value of b. Let us now consider the deformed shapes of the beam corresponding to equilibrium configurations. We start by showing a solution of the boundary value problem (9) (with b = 600) displaying a complex behavior, with three monotonicity intervals for the variable θ. As it is possible to see from Fig. 3 , the angle θ never reaches the values
2 (in the last part it comes quite close to the first value). This is consistent with Proposition 1 of the following section. In Fig. 4 , we show the deformed shapes corresponding to the three solutions relative to the right panel of 2 that the second model presents an overall decrease in stiffness as expected due to the presence of shear deformation; in the presented simulations the shear stiffness is set at k t = 7 × 10 3 . 
In Fig. 6 , we show a set of deformed shapes of an inextensible Euler beam. The deformed shapes all belong to a branch of solutions turning around the clamped edge (see the following section for a precise definition of branches). We start from b = 50 and gradually increase the load up to b = 450.
In Fig. 7 , we show a set of deformed shapes of an extensible Euler beam starting from b = 50, and gradually increasing the load up to b = 450. In this case, another parameter enters the description of the problem, i.e., the extensional stiffness k e . We recall that the function f describing how the energy density depends on α assumed for all the simulations involving extensibility is f = −0.01 log(α) + (α − 1) 2 .
In Fig. 8 , we show the plot of the functions θ and α relative to the last simulation presented in Fig. 7 .
In particular, it is emphasized in the figure that α attains its minimum (corresponding to the maximal local compression) in the points that verify θ(s) = −π/2, and α = 1 in the points such that θ(s) = −π. In Fig. 9 , we show a set of deformed shapes of an inextensible Timoshenko beam starting from b = 50, and gradually increasing the load up to b = 450. Here again, another parameter is needed for the description of the problem, i.e., k t , the shear stiffness. In these simulations, we have set k t = 1.8 × 10 3 . In Fig. 10 , we show a set of deformed shapes of an extensible Timoshenko beam starting from b = 50, and gradually increasing the load up to b = 450. In this case, the two parameters introduced above, k e and k t are necessary. In these simulations, we have set k t = 1.8 × 10 3 and k e = 2 × 10 3 . In Fig. 11 , we show the plot of the functions θ, ϕ and α relative to the last simulation presented in Fig.  10 . As for the extensible Euler case, it is emphasized in the figure that α is minimum at the points that verify θ(s) = −π/2, and α = 1 at the points such that θ(s) = −π. Summarizing our results, we have numerical evidence that there exists a family of "curled" equilibrium configurations, that is configurations in which |θ(s)| becomes larger than π for some s. It has to be pointed out that the configurations are shown in Figs. 6, 7, 9 and 10 can be also found by a numerical minimization procedure applied to a discretized beam of the type presented in the numerical section of [49] . This suggests the conjecture that the minimizers of the energy (i.e., stable equilibria) are characterized by the fact that θ ≤ 0 everywhere (and never reaches θ = −3π/2). In the following section, we formalize and prove these results in the case of an inextensible Euler beam. We extend the results of [17] showing that there can exist only two branches of stable equilibrium configurations.
Inextensible Euler beam under distributed load: analytical results
In this section, we prove what we have seen in the numerical simulations shown in Sect. 3, i.e., that there exist a family of curled stable equilibrium configurations for the Elastica under distributed load. Our starting point will be the boundary value problem (9) .
We classify the different types of solutions by the number of zeros of the function sin(θ) on the interval [0, 1]. We say that a solution belongs to branch n of the set of equilibrium solutions if there are exactly n distinct values 0 = s 1 < s 2 < · · · < s n satisfying sin(θ(s i )) = 0.
A priori bound for the range of stationary points
Here, we prove that, for any stationary point of the functional (8), we have − 3 2 π < θ < π 2 . This means, informally speaking, that the beam cannot make a complete turn around the clamped point at the equilibrium (see Fig.12 ). More precisely, we establish the following:
Proof. Let us define the function:
A direct computation gives
and, using (9),
Thus V is nondecreasing and, as V (1) A graphical representation of a deformed shape that is prohibited as an equilibrium configuration for the clamped Elastica under uniform distributed load is shown in Fig. 12 .
Remark 4.
The function V (s) allows us to give an estimate of the curvature at s = 0. Indeed, from
Remark 5. The previous reasoning holds true as well if we replace b(1 − s) with any C 1 , positive and decreasing function, which corresponds to a density of force which has always the same verse (i.e., it is pointing always "upwards" or always "downwards").
Study of equilibrium configurations for an inextensible Euler beam
In the following, we will set B(s) := b(1 − s). As sin(θ) is a continuous function which does not reach 1 when θ takes values in (− • S1: θ(s i ) = 0 and θ (s i ) > 0 : then θ is positive on the considered interval and θ(s i+1 ) = 0. Owing to (9), we know that θ is strictly concave, it reaches a local maximum at some unique t i ∈ (s i , s i+1 ) and θ (s i+1 ) < 0. (9) we get
• S3: θ(s i ) = −π and θ (s i ) ≤ 0 : then θ belongs to (− 3π 2 , −π) on the considered interval and θ(s i+1 ) = −π. Owing to (9), we know that θ is strictly convex, it reaches a local minimum at some unique t i ∈ (s i , s i+1 ) and θ (s i+1 ) > 0.
• S4: θ(s i ) = −π and θ (s i ) > 0 : For the same reason as in situation (S2), θ cannot vanish, θ is strictly increasing, θ(s i+1 ) = 0 and θ (s i+1 ) > 0.
On the interval [s n , 1], only two situations can arise which allow for θ to vanish.
• S1 : θ(s n ) = 0 and θ (s n ) > 0 : then θ is positive and strictly concave on the considered interval. It reaches its maximum at s = 1 where θ (1) = 0.
• S3 : θ(s n ) = −π and θ (s n ) ≤ 0 : then θ belongs to (− 3π 2 , −π), is strictly concave on the considered interval and reaches its minimum at s = 1 where θ (1) = 0.
Therefore, an equilibrium solution in branch n is made by a sequence of intervals in the order S1 − S2 − S3 − S4 − S1 . . . ending with S1 or S3 and starting, if it is made by more than one interval, with S1 or S2. For instance, branches 1, 2 and 3 have, respectively, the structure S1 , S2 − S3 and S1 − S2 − S3 . In general, critical points of a functional do not correspond to local minima: In that case, they correspond to unstable equilibrium solutions. To check if a solution is unstable one usually checks, if it is linearly unstable by computing the second Gateaux differential of the functional (8):
The fact that this quadratic form is nonnegative is a necessary condition for stability. Actually, in the particular case of our functional, the fact that this bilinear form is positive is a sufficient condition for stability. Indeed, we have:
Lemma 1. Let θ be a critical point of (8). If there exists a constant C > 0 such that, for every
then θ is a local minimizer of E (defined by (8) ) for the H 1 topology and therefore for the uniform norm too.
Proof. A direct computation gives
Integrating by parts, the second addend can be rewritten
Let θ be a critical point for E. It satisfies (9) and, as h(0) = 0, all terms in the above sum vanish. Using moreover inequality (15), we get the estimation
and | sin(x) − x| < ηx 2 . Hence, for every h such that h H 1 < , which implies h L ∞ < , we have:
Therefore, we obtain that, for any h with h H 1 < ,
In the following propositions, we will completely characterize the stable equilibrium configurations of the Elastica under distributed load. Indeed, we show that branch 1 corresponds to global minimizers of the functionals and thus to stable equilibrium solutions, that branch 2 corresponds, for b large enough, to other stable equilibrium solutions while all other branches are unstable.
Proposition 2. For any b, there exists a unique corresponding solution in branch 1. This solution is the global minimizer of the functional (8).
Proof. The existence of a global minimizer θ of the functional (8) is assured by the coercivity and lower semi-continuity of the functional. The functionθ := − We have θ 1 (0) = θ 2 (0) owing to Cauchy-Lipschitz uniqueness property. We can therefore suppose that θ 1 (0) < θ 2 (0). We then introduce s 1 > 0 as the maximum value such that θ 1 < θ 2 on the interval (0, s 1 ). On (0, s 1 ) we have cos(θ 1 ) > cos(θ 2 ), thus −B cos(θ 1 ) < −B cos(θ 2 ), θ 1 < θ 2 and so θ 1 < θ 2 . As a consequence θ 1 (s 1 ) < θ 2 (s 1 ) which is in contradiction with the definition of s 1 and the continuity of functions θ 1 and θ 2 unless s 1 = 1. But in that case θ 1 < θ 2 implies also θ 1 (1) < θ 2 (1) which is in contradiction with the fact that θ 1 (1) = θ 2 (1) = 0.
To prove that any solution θ in branch n for n > 2 is unstable, let us remark that it must contain an interval of type S1 or S3. Hence, there are at least two distinct points t i , t j such that θ (t i ) = θ (t j ) = 0. This prevents linear stability. Indeed, we have: Proof. Let us check the second variation
with h = θ 1 [s1,s2] (here by 1 X we denote the characteristic function of the set X). We have:
and after integrating by parts the second term:
Recalling Eq. (7), we have:
Recalling again Eq. (7) and integrating by parts once more:
It remains to study branch 2. We prove that, for b large enough, the energy possesses some local minimizers which belong to branch 2 and therefore are stable solutions.
Proposition 4.
For b large enough, branch 2 contains stable solutions.
Proof. We first remark that the energy minimization problem . Consider the set O of functions u in S satisfying u(δ) < 0 and its closure O, i.e., the set of functions u in S satisfying u(δ) ≤ 0. We will prove that there exists a local minimizer of the energy in O. Such a local minimizer cannot correspond to a critical solution in branch n > 2 as we already know that such a solution is unstable. Neither it can belong to branch 1 as u(δ) ≤ 0. Therefore, it must belong to branch 2. To prove that there exists a local minimizer of the energy in O, we consider a minimizerū of the energy in O (its existence is clearly ensured as O is closed with respect to the H 1 topology) and check that it actually belongs to O.
We first establish an upperbound for F (ū) Thus, there exists some t 1 ∈ (0, δ) such that which completes the proof.
Conclusion
We have classified the equilibria of nonlinear Euler and Timoshenko beams subjected to uniformly distributed load. We have identified sequences of equilibria among which two at most are stable. The methods and techniques used here are rather simple and could be efficiently generalized to attack more general theories of beams formulated in order to take into account different kinds of effects. We think of beams with deformation of the section or differentiated deformations of different layers in composite beams [50] , strain concentration in thin-walled beams, piezoelectric activated deformations [51] . Another possible extension of the presented result could be the study of the problem introduced in [52] of equilibria of beams constrained to remain on a given smooth surface.
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